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MINTA! Az elmúlt évről kell írni!
II. Outstanding research and other results in 2013
Outstanding research and other results
Strongly correlated systems (Momentum group). — An almost twenty years old question was resolved, which made  possible for the first time to reproduce the structure of the experimentally obtained energy spectrum  of polydiacetilene chains by introducing a unified model and calculating the pertinent coherent parameter set. The computer program, developed by the group, made it possible to demonstrate the experimentally expected optical dark states.  In the light of these, these results also underline that quantum physical properties of existing one-dimensional material structures can be simulated with high accuracy by numerical calculations.  In the field of quantum chemistry, new methods, based on quantum information theory were introduced,  which make it possible to  describe the formation and the dissociation of chemical bonds  as well as the connections between molecular clusters and their environment  on the level of the quantum correlations (entanglement) among the electrons.  For the demonstration of these, systems of size too large for standard (multi-reference) quantum chemical methods were examined applying programs developed by the group.
2/B Relationship between science and society
The activities of the H-ION Research, Development and Innovation Ltd. are good examples of technology transfer from our institute. H-ION produces inductive elements using amorphous and nanocrystalline bands with the help of heat treatments causing of normal and induced anisotropy.
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